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Introduction 

Hydrodynamic Transition in Ele,ctrolysis 1 

The gas removal process during electrolysis is studied with the aim of identifying 
hydrodynamic transitions, analogous to those which occur in boiling. The local peak 
in the electrolysis gas flux is observed during electrolysis from a horizontal cyl-indrical 
cathode. This transition point is shown to correspond with Moissis and Berenson's 
"first transition" in nucleate pool boiling. A prediction of the transition, applicable 
to either boiling or electrolysis, is developed for the cylindrical heater (or cathode) arrange
ment. It is compared with 12 experimental data for boiling and electrolysis, and its 
limitations are discussed. Finally, some attributes of the regi;me of film electrolysis are 
identified and discussed. 

hydrodynamic transitions comparable to those which occur 
during boiling. 

ELECTROLYSIS has attracted increas ing interest Fig. 1 is a conventional boiling curve with a transformed 
lately becauf;e of its relevance to a variety of problems of human ordinate . In it, the vapor volume flux v (or the heat flux q 
life support and a myriad of indu~ trial processes. References divided by the volumetric latent heat of vaporization, Pr/tfo) is 
[1, 2]' pl'Ovide so me background as to the scope of contemporary plotted against the driving temperature difference t:.T. The 
applications of electrolysis. The present study is part of a broad well-knowIl tmllsitions in the boiling mechanisms are indicated 
effort to establish the similarity between boiling and electrolysis. on this figure. Let us consider each one briefly. 
We have generally sought to establish means for applying known 1 Inception. This is the point at which the first bubbles 
methods for predicting boiling proces;es to the prediction of appea.r. Since we are not concerned with predicting inception 
comparable processes in electrolysis. In [3] we dealt with bubble in either boiling or electrolysis, we shall make no attempt here to 
growth predictions for the two processes, and here we look for recount the massive li.terature on the subject. 

2 Transilion From Ihe Isolated Bubble Region 10 Ihe Region of Slugs 

ond Columns. This transi~ion was identified by Zuber [4, 5]. It'This work was supported by NASA Grant NGR/18-001-035 
under the cognizance of the Lewis Research Center. was subsequently predicted by Moissis and Berenson [6], who 

, Numbers in brackets designate References a t end of paper. a.lso advanced a variety of measurements of the transition point.
Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for presentation Using observations of the rise of bubbles in tubes [7, 8] Moissis 

a.t the Gas Turbine and Fluids Engineering Conference and Products 
a.nd Berenson showed that the volume flux at this transition, Show, Sa.n Francisco, Calif., M urch 26-30, 1972, of THE AMERIc.\N 
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J Symbols not explained in contex t are ones in common use. 
Copies will be available until December, 1972. They are defined in the omenclature. 

---Nomenclature--------------------------- 

A area of cathode or of a hea t D6 bubble diameter a·t departure L spacing between adjacent 
ing elemen t from cathode or heating vapor jets 

A. = area of escaping ga.' or vapor element il-f molecular weight (of hydro-

CI 

C. 

Ca 

iets 
CO[l,'lw nt in Vmi np expre 'sion, 

equat,ion (8) 
eoustant in Vmincy l expre:,;sion, 

equation (10) 
fraction of axial distance, on 

E 

E,-b 

(J 

= 

voltage drop between cath
ode and anode 

voltup;e drop from cathode 
to nearby liquid bulk 

acceleration of gravity 

n 

q 

= 

= 

gen in the present case) 
nucleation site density, or 

number of electrons (2) 
per H, atom formed by 
electrolysis 

heat flux 

cttthode or heating ele
ment, occupied by gas or 

h f • latent heat of vaporization 
R = radius of cathode or heating 

element 
vapor j tI; I electrical current (Continue r! on next page) 

Discussion on this paper will be accepted at ASME Headquarters until May 1, 1972 
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o driving temperature difference, tn, or vollo;_, E 

Fig. 1 Schematic boiling curve o~nd corresponding conjectured electrol
ysis curve 

(1) 

where (3 is the contact angle of the liquid-vapor interface on t.he 
hea ter, and Ani A is the fraction of the heater area occupied 
by vapor jets. Zuber [9J argued that the vapor jet pattern
once set up-if; cons tant and the velocity of vapor flow through 
these jets inoreases with q or v. He further argued thn,t the jets 
form au array spaced on a sqm1,re grid and that they have a 
dia,meter of half the grid size. This gave Ag/A = -rr/16 for a 
fiat plate, so 

(2) 

In the published discussion of [6), both Chang and Zuber 
asked "he authors if this lransition was well defined. They 
replied that; it was indeed ~lurred so that equation (2) i ~ an ap
proximate result. We shall ret.urn to this point laler. 

3 The Peak Volume Flux Transition. Zuber [9, lOJ originally 
predicted Vmox for boiling on horizontal fiat plates. He noted 
that the velocity of escaping vapor in the jets eventually causes 
the iets to become Helmholtz unstable and the efficient process 
of vapor removal by jetting collapses. The spa,cing of t,he grid 
on which the jets are placed is equal to the most rapidly collapsing 
Taylor unstable wavelength, Ad, in the liquid-over-vapor inter
face above the plate. This wavelength was shown by Bellman 
and Pennington [11] to be 

(3) 

The maximum vapor volume flux obtained by Zuber as the 
analytical result of this description' was 

., This result, along with most of the results we shall present here, 
is valid for p'; Pa » I- that is, up to system pressures witbin about 
90 percent of the critical pressure. 

-- ObM,ved during bolU"~ 
conjectured for .lectrolYlil---

~--~==--

---Nomenclature-------

R' dimens ionless mdius, 

R g(PI - P.)/ a-

v = volume flux from cuthode or 
hea ting element 

volume fl ux a t the "second" 
(or Helmholt;z un~lable) 

lraIlSition, at the minimum 
film eleetroly is or boiling 
Lransition, and al the 
"fiJ'l)t" (or isola ted-bubbles 
to s l ug '-an d-columns) 
transition, Ie pe(;tively 

(4) 

fhi~ expre~sion compared well with da.ta. for flat plate::;. 
Sun and Lienhard [12] ::;ubsequentJy made a similar predietion 

for horizontal cylilldrieal heaters. They obtained, for R' > 0.15, 

VO'''<cy l = Vm" ' F (0.89 + 2.27 exp [-3.44R'1j,J) (3) 

where R' is a dimensionless radius defined as 

(6 ) 

Ded and Lie.nhard [13] recently developed the corresponding 
expression for spheres. It is 

v = 1 1.74R' - ',/2 V" "'-<F' R' < 4.26! 
(7)lJ,Ja :C"'ph 

. 0.84vmaxF, R' > 4.26 

Equations (5) and (7) were ver ified by a grea t deal of experi
mental data. 

4 The MInImum Heat Flux Transillan. Zuber also predicted Vmin 

by considering a grid of wa,ves in the liquid-vapor interface over 
a flat plate. The wave.." spaced on a Ad X Ad grid, collapse 
cyclically to release bubbles of diameter A</ /2 at the node~. When 
tJ:le volume flux falls below that required to move the in terface 
at it" natural frequency, film boiling collapses . Zuber's anulysi 
of this proc s..<; [7, 8J yielded 

~I Pf -P. 
C1 (8)

VIniuF = -, a-g (p, + Po)' 

where C1 was predicted to be 0.177. Berenson [14] subsequently 
showed that Zuber's evaluation of C1 involved all incorrect 
averaging and that it should actually be evalua ted empirically. 
He found that C1 = 0.09 gave good correlation wilh data. 

Lienhard and Wong [15] subsequently modified this develop
ment for horizontal cylinders. They corrected Ad for transverse 
curvature and obtained 

(9 ) 

The minimum volume flux for cylinders, based upon this wave
length, was found to be 

(10) 

where C, wus found experimentally to be 1.289. 
There is a general failing to these Vmin ell.-pressions that does 

not afflict Vrn .. . Berenson showed that while !in,"x is insensitive 
to surface condi tion, Vrnin can be strongly infiuenced by minor 

{3 contact angle or angle be- P, 
tween liquid-vapor (or gas) 
in terface and heater (or Pa
cathode) surface, measured 
on the liquid side 

t::.T = temperature difference be
PH,

tween a heating elemenl 
and the satura ted liquid 

a-adjacent to i ' 
Ad most "dangeroLls" or most F 

sllscept,ible wavelength in 
a horizon lal liquid-va cyl 
por in terfa ce. 2-rrV3 
(Va- I g(PI - pq )) sph 

density of saturated liquid 
or of electrolyte 

density of saturated vapor 
or of gas generated lit 
cathode 

density of gaseous hydrogen 
(special case for Pg ) 

= surface tension 

subscript denoting infinite 
flat plate 

= sub~cripL denoting horizontal 
cylinder 

= subscrip t d 'noting sphere 
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va.riations of surface eondi t ion . Kovalev [16] further amplified 
the POilL and :showed 11U1 ~ l,he end-mounting of cylinders also 
influeneed t'mi"cyl ' On the basi~ of Kovalev'~ dlLI;a, Lienhard 

[17] showed that C, should be furl,her redu eed to at least, 0.0217
perhapti even flll'ther. T hus Vrni" predictions " re generally a 
ehaucey business. What l.be renl minimum is, cannot finally 
be predicted, and it is very hard t·o !1::;cerl,uin experiment,ally. 

Transitions in Electrolysis 
At first glance we should expect t he same transitions to exist in 

the volume flux versus voltage curve for electrolysis, as exist 
in the boiling curve, Fig. 1. W hi le v is equitl to qI Poh" in boil
ing, it can be obtained fro m Faraday's law for electrolysis. 
Fanlduy's law expresse::; the mass flux of H2 diooociated at the 
cathode as proportional \'0 t.he current flux, I I A amps per unit 
area, t.he molecular weight of H" and n -\ where n is the number 
of electrons trunoferred in the libemtion of one H, molecule (for 
H" n, and 111 both equal 2). Thus 

(i I A)M cm 3 

v = (11)
95;")00 pH,n cm'sec 

and we can reduce the curren t to a volume flux just as we could q. 
Let us now conoider a basic diff rence between nudelLle 

boiling and nucleate elect rolysis. The basic mechauiom of heM 
removal in nllcleate boiling was shown by Zuber [4, ;-)] to be 
micro convection driven by the rising bubble~. In 1962 Tien 
[ .IS] pl'ediet.ed the mir,roconvective heat, nux in the legion of 
isola t.ed bubbles using an inverted stagnation flow model. 
Boehm and J.,ienhard [19] summarized and extended thi ti type 
of prediction in 1964 and found thHt in the region of isolated 
bubble~ 

(12) 

where the "site density," n, i~ lhe number of nucleation ~iles per 
uni t areil . 

During nucleate boiling, the site density typica.Jly rises as 
6.T' or more . Thus q or v typically I'i~es as 6.1'30' '. But dUI'
iug electrolysis there should be no corresponding convective en
hancement of charge removal. The difTusion coefficient for H, 
creilted at t he wall is very small (abou l 1/ 30 of the thermal dif
fusivity of the water ). Thus t.he Schmidt number is on the 
order of 100 and the diffusion boundary layer is very much 
t,hinncl' than the microconvective velocity boundary layer. 
FIll'I hermore, we find a heavy density of idle bubbles scat.t ered 
in among the active or repeating sites during electrolysis. These 
ereate a st·ut.ic sublayer of fluid whose thickness is independent 
of the mieroconvective velocity, and which should totally contain 
the difIusiou layer. Thus v should simply in crease in direct 
proportioll to the dliving volLage, E. None of the convect ive 
reinforeemeut by the nucleation sites, which OCCUI'S in boiling, 
i ~ present. In electroly~is it is as though the sites were not there, 
insofar as the l'e1a.tion bet.ween v and E is concerned . 

Au important aspect of the transition from the region of 
isolated bubbles t.o the region of slugs and columns is the blanket
ing-over, and removal of liquid-metal con tact that occurs. 
Throughout the isolated bubble region there is virtually no loss 
of contaet, b Llt as t he slug .. and columns evolve, there is . Zuber 
[0], in fact, enviij ioned that this loss of contact increases, honey
combing the liquid under the jet · a nd feeding lhem. This can 
cOllhirlLle until more than 11" il5 of t he contact ' elimina ted and 
la rge dr.\' patches eover the heater (see, e,g., t he photographs of 
K it'by and WN;twater [20] which dramatically show this be
havior ). 

The heA.\ t raDsfer con tinui'ls to increase st rongly with 6.T in t he 
region of slugs and column' beca u e as the vapor velocity in
crease" and heater surf!tce is exposed, the mieroeonvection at. t he 
surface continue, to improve. Quite t,he opposite should occur 
during electrol}"is, however. As contact is lost , the eleetric 
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aclual case cylindrical presenl model 
healer 

Fig. 2 Vapor remova l pattern on horizantal cylinders at the "flrst
transition tt point 

current-and with it, v- must decrease in the absence of a con
vective proc 

We are interes ted, then, in learning to predict the hydro
dynamic transition from the region of isolated bubbles to the 
region of slugs and columns, or the "first trunsition" as we shall 
call it. This tran~i ti on should replace the Helmholtz unstable 
transition as the point of pe'lk volume flux, in electroly;;is. It 
can be predicted for electrolysis on a flat plate wit,h lhe help of 
equation (2). Since the experimental work presented here is 
done on horizontal 'wires, it will next be necessa.ry to develop an 
equivalent expression for cylindri ca l cathodes . 

On a cylindrica l elemen\', A.I A must be modified for use with 
equa tion (1), On small wires, the bnbbles rise from the wire, 
as indi cated in F ig. 2, even tually following one another with
out interrnp Lion in a column of diameter, Db, eqnal to that 
of the depurting bubbles.' In this case 

A . = (1I" / 4)Db2 
(1 3)

A 211"HL 

where L, the length of wire sub tended by one column, is equal 
to C,Db • The (;OIlstant l / C3 is the fraction of the wire's leng t.h 
occupied by columns. In Moissis and Berenson's model, C. 
would be equal to 2, measured along the recta ngular grid lines, 
and equal to 2y'2" or 2.S3 on diagonal lines through t.he grid . 
The spacing ~hould be comparable for cylinders, but we have no 
way of specifying the precise value of C, a priori. 

Using Frit.7,'s [21] expression for the bubble departure dia meter, 
Db, 

(14) 

in equation (13), and then . ub~t,ituting equation (13) in equation 
( 1) we obt,ain 

t'" = 0.001464 (3';' ~ I gu 

C, R' Po"p, _ 
for the volume tlux at the first tm,nsit,ion on small cylinders. 
Sun's [12) experiments with boiling show that the tranRltlon 
from small to large cylinder behavior occurs above R' = 3. 
We expect that equa l-ion (10) will probably apply up to a com
p arable value of R'. 

Experiments 
A local maximum in electrolytic gas evolution has been ob

served in tbe past. In 1950, for example, Kellogg [22] reported 
observal,ions of such a maximum during aqueous electrolysiR 
from a verLical wire anode. Actually ihis transition was known 
then in connection with the "anode-etTect," or the vapor blanket
ing of anodes which had been observed much earlier during the 
electrolysis of molten saIL,~. T he concern in this ease was not 
with predicting (or even explaining) the peak but wi th identifying 
the phenomenon of film electrolysis and, noting thnt it resulted 
in a considerable reduction of current at a given voltage. Onl' 

'This conceptualization is consis tent with that of :Vloissis and 
Berenson for flat plates. 
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regulated units . 
(O-30V, D.C. 25A)" 
model HMR-AR - 3025 

- + 

Platinum foil 
anode 

wire 
catho"de 

D.C. power supplY: . 


6 Magnetic amplifier Digital volt meier 


Teflon bolt 

Plexiglas supports 
and insulation 

Fig. 3 Test capsule and the circuit diagra m for the electrolysis experi
ment 

important en passent observation made by Kellogg was that 
"the current increa$p.s a lmost linearly with increased voltage" 
in the region approa<;hing the local maximum. This concurs 
with the result we anticip>1ted in the previous ;;ection. 

Two ba~ic experiments have been underLtken in the present 
stlldy to lest our predictions as to the nature of the electrolysis 
curve. In one of t he tests we measured the I (or V) versus E 
curve dming electrolysis from cylinders, and obtained phot.o
gra phic verification of aspects of the process. In the other we 
meo"med V,e during boiling to provide additional corroboration 
of equ>1Lion (1.5). 

Fig. 3 shows the apparatus for the electrolysis experiment. 
A one-tenth normal KOH electrolyte was contained in a 3.45 
in . X 4 in. X 7.5 in. plexiglas box. Clean nichrome wire cathodes 
(14, 16, and 20 gauge and about 2 in. in length) were suspended 
in the electrolyte. The anode was made of clean platinum foil 
and suspended in the electrolyte above the cylinder. It was 
made considerably larger in surface a·rea than the cathode to 
a~sLll'e that it would function in the isolated bubble regime long 
after the cathode underwent any tmnsition. Additional details 
rela,t,ing to the experiment are given by Bhattacharya [24J. 

Fig. 4 shows the basic output of the experiment for three of 
the wire sizes (14, 16, and 20 gauge). These v versus E curves 
were obtained by increasing the voltage across the test cell up 
to the desired value, stabilizing the temperature within a 15 deg 
F range, and measuring the current, I. Equation (11) was then 
used to calculate v from I. It was necessary to operate in a 
fairly high temperature ,range because, at high currents, the 
capsule heated up rapidly during the course of an observation. 
We were genemlly able to hold temperatures close to 160 deg F 
when the potential was below about 100 volts; but it was in
creasingly hard to do so when we had to increase the voltage 
through the region of peak current before making an observation. 

The curves were quite regular and reproducible up to a maxi
mum value of v. Beyond this maximum, the data exhibited a 
great deal of scat ter and indeed the curren t was unsteady and 
tended to fluctuate at a given voltage. Nevertheless the current 
clearly dlOpped off dramaticaJly with voltage beyond the peak. 
At the maximum volume flux a blue corona first formed in the 
vapor separating the cat,hode from the liquid. A~ the vol tage 
was further increased "he corona also increased, a.nd with it there 
developed int rmittent sparking between the cathode and the 
electrolyte. As we approached our maximum voltage capability 
uf about 180 vol Ls, the sparking a~sumed a regular spacing and 
fairly great; intensity. 

We should empha:;ize that the ab:;ci~sa in Fig. 4 (the voltage 
between t.he cathode and the anode) is only proportional to-not 
equal to- t he driv ing voltage of the surface electrolysis process. 
This fact was clarifled by a duplicate run on a IG-gage wire using 
a reference electrode located 1/ 2 in. below the cathode. The 
reference electrc)de n~veaL,> that about 75 percent, of the voltage 
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Fig. 5 Com parioon of ' (E) and /(Er_b) on logarithmic coordinate. 

drop is being sustained acrOSs the cell, away from the cathode. 
T he actual surface voltage drop would be still substantially less 
than that measured on the reference electrode. 

Our . ystem was therefore one in which the current varied 
almost entirely by virtue of changes in potential across the cath
ode, the remaining resistance being constant. The curves ac
cordingly ,;hould have the right shape although the abscissas 
are arbit.rary within a constant factor. 

An additional source of error in the system is the possible con
tribution of va.por generation. Since this could hardly have 
been a significant fa ctor before the onset of sparking and corona, 
and since sparking only occurred once the peak had been reached, 
its contribution to our observations of the peak could not have 
been great. However a second source of error is compensatory 
and comparable in magnitude . This is the fact t.hat "curreut 
yield" efficienric,> can nUl below 100 percent (see, e.g., [23J) so 
that Faraday's law might underestimate the hydrogen ga.s yield 
by a few percent.. T hese effects probably give a net error some
\,,·here between 0-10 percent. At voltages beyond the peak there 
might be considerable vapor generation. P rouably the film 
electrolysis regime is, in facl, a mixed boiling rmd electrolysis 
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Table 1 Observed heat fl ux at flnt transition in boiling 

82.3 ft 3/ft2 hr, E 95 volts 

R l5dius 
( I nches) 

Water M ethanol 

R' (Pghfg) vsc 

10
4
Stu/ ft2hr 

R' ( Pg hf.g) vse 

104Stu/ ft2 h r 

. 0160 .174 8.14 ~ '.~ , .258 4. 41 ~ ',: 

.0200 · .218 4.2IJ ~ :~~ .323 
+ .08

8,03 
- .08 

,0255 .278 4.57 + .05 
- .05 

.412 2.08 + , 0 7 
- .08 

,032.0 .348 2.61 + . 10- . 10 
.51 6 ~98 : '.~~ 

97 volts 

108 volts 

168 volts 

3 2
24.8 ft /ft hr, E = 173 volts 

2 
v = 33.0 ft 3/ft hr, E = 176 volts 

Fig. 6 Photographs of electrolysis in a 0 . 1 normal KOH solution on a 
16.gGuge (Il' =, 0.278) wire 
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region owing to the greatly increased surfa ce resistance at the 
cathode and the resulti ng heat generaLion . 

The results of the tests ns plotted in Figs. 4 and .5 verify the 
essential linea,rity of current (or v) in volt.age, after nucleate 
electrolysis becomes fully established. T his linearity is est,ab
lished only after a layer of bubbles has been established to pre
clLlde micro convection, 

Fig, 6 is a sequence of pietlUes of electrolysis on the 16-gauge 
wire (R' = 0,278) begilll1ing olightly below the maximum current 
an d contilluing to E = 176 volts. The 1.1 cm (0.433 in,) wide 
marker is evident at the bottom of each picture, The corona 
and spnrking are invisible in these pictures, back-illuminated 
wit h a high-intensity stroboscope. The slugs and columns are 
very clear on the wire in the first two pictures. As E is increased 
these jet.5 appear to give way to a film process characteri zed by 
Taylor unstable waves very similar to these observed during 
pure film boiling (see, e.g. [15 or 2.5]). 

The second experiment used Sun's [12] apparatus to observe 
q at the first transition on horizontal wires during boiling in 
methanol and water. Since the apparatus and basic procedure 
do not differ from that described in [12] we shall not reproduce 
details here. In this case we observed the first tran, ition with 
the help of a stroboscope and checked oU!' visual impressions 
with still photographs, 

Table 1 lists the observed transition points for the two liquids 
and for the four wire sizes. We were generally able to identify 
the transitions reproducibly within a 6 percent margin, but only 
after iden tify ing a particular stage (w ith in a broader transit ion 
range) in which the first few jets a.ppeared to t ake form. 

Discussionof Results 
We now have the following daims as to the charact,er of elec

trolysis, and daLa. againl' t which to les t t,hem: 
Microconvecllon Does Not Abet Currenl (or Volume) Flux in Elec

trolysis. A corollary of this claim was that, in the nuclea.te elec

trolysis regime, I or v should be npproxima,tely linear in E (or 

E c-b) up to the point of hydrodynamic transition. Figs. 4 and 
5 clearly bear this out very well, as did Kellogg's experiment. 
Given this to be true we then expect that 

The Valume Flux MOKlmlzes at the Firsl Transition, Inslead of the 

Second, in Electroly.i.. F our kinds of evidence bear this out. 
T he first is the lack of micro convective enhancement of I. The 
second is the visual appearance of the process, Fig. 6, which 
matches the appearance of the firsL trans ition in boiling. 

The third piece of evidence arises from the fact that equation 
U» predicts v""" in the range from 32,000 to 39,000 ft' /ft'hl' for 
our test wires . Thus Vrn" i:; predicted to be between 270-520 
times the observed maximnm, depending upon the wire size. 
It follows that the maximum eonl,l not possibly reflect the second 
t ransition, The reader who is acquainted with boiling might 
jus tly wonder how thi::; ratio could reasonably be so lUgh. The 
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Table 2 Measured conlacl angles 

L lOUld and metai Sou rce 

.. water - s ta inless stee l [26J 86 38-78 

water"-stainless steel [26J 212 28-82 

1 N, 
10 

K9 H - plc:.tiuum · [27J 74 15-35 

1 
- "nichr"'omc10 N, KO H 

wire'" 
[28J 74 10--23 

wate r"" - copper [29J 212 60 

methano l - coppo r [29J 147 46 

water'" - ni ch r"' CMe p r~esent 81 60-81 

m e tnnnol - nichrome pr"'esent 81 40-52 

Itda.ttJ, fo r~ electrolyti.c H2 b ....t;bles i.!! situ .. 

reason is that for eit,her cylindors or flat plates the mt.io of transi
tion volume flu xes is 

~ 
Vmax 

~ f({3, R') .I~ 
1Pf (16) 

Since Po is extremely small for H, the mtio is <luii e ~Jllall. The 
BtLlne would be true for boiling at low pressure. 

The four th piece of evidence lies in our third cla.im; namely, 
Equation (15) DHcribes Ihe First Transition in Both Boiling and Elec

tro lysis. To apply equation (15) one mus t fi rs t ascertain tbe cou
tact angle, {3, for water, metlumol, a.nd tenth-I1ormal KOH elec
trolyte, s ince v" ~ {3'Iz. Unfortunately {3 is a notoriously 
stochl1s tic property. In 1959 Griffith and Walli.~ [26] poin ted 
out the difficulty of reproducing {3 coll,~ i8 tently. Table 2 shows 
the great variability of their data with slight changes of surface 
condition. Trivedi and Funk [27] provided in situ measure
ments of contact angles under static bubbles during electrolysis 
ill normal KOH electrolyte on platinum pla tes. Trivedi [28] 
recently measured {3 during electrolysis in tenth-normal KOH on 
nichrome wire~. The data of [26 and 27J are included in Table 
2. Both sets of data were obtained on metals that. had been 
firs t, cleaned in disti lled water, then in methanol, and finally 
rinsed in the test, liquid. Chang and Snyder [29] also reported 
value~ for methanol and water which they inferred from the 
data. of earlier pn.pers. These values are included in Tn.ble 2. 

Table 2 also includes original {3-values that we measured using 
the tilting plate method6 for methanol and the se~sile drop 
methud" for water. Both tests used nichrome plates cle:med in 
the same way that Trivedi's surfaces were. 

The fOLll' measured values of V.<e in electrolysis (the peaks in 
F igs. 4 and 5) and the eight values of V,c for boiling a re given in 

Fig. 7. They are nondimensionalized as vsc/ {3';' V'g(J(Pr - P. ) 
and ploited against 1/R', since equation (1 5) indicates that this 
group should equal 0.0001464/C3R'. The observed values of 
v,. are spread out cOIl,'lidembly in this representation owing to 
our ignorance of precise values of {3. For t.he boiling results we 
used our own measuremen ts of {3 and for the elect;rolysb d,tta we 
used Trivedi's values of (3 for electroly:;is on nichrome wires . 

Fig. 7 shows that the l i B ' dependence of v'" is upheld, fll
thOllgh the slopes differ between water a.nd methanol. The 
wat.er data for both elect,rolysis and boiling are fairly well repre
sented with equation (15) if C3 is taken to be 4.4. This value 
of C3 corresponds n icely with the propor\,ioning of the jets that 
we ubserve in the first two pictures in Fig. 6 (taken near I he point 
of maximum v). A valu of C, more nearly equ'al 1.0 2.:i would he 
required to represent the met,hanol data in F ig. 7. 

A. E I. Increased Beyond the Polnl of Peak Volume Flux. the P,oce.s 
Goes to a Kind of Film Process Similar to Film Boiling. The photo
graphs in Fig. 6 show an evolution from gas removal by slugs 

6 A detailed explal1:ltion of such tests is given in reference [26]_ 
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Fig . 7 Comparison of predlcled first lransilion with data far both bo iling 
and e lectrolys is 

and column~, tu gas-vapor removal by the cydic collapse of 
Taylur unsta ble waves. The wavelengths meas ured from t,he 
last three pholoo'l'aphs in Fig. 6 and fro m other pict'llre~ not in
cluded here are 

wbi le equation (9) gives "Ad = 0.41 in. 
The wire appear~ to become almost completely blanketed in 

the pictures for high voltageB. However, a small n umber of 
departing nucleation bubbles in the pictures sugge~ Ls that -here 
i;; sti ll some liquid-t.o-ca~hode cuntacl. Despite t.hene indications 
of a conven tional l>pproach t.o a film-ga.'! removal process, t.here 
is a difficulty in the numerical value of Vm;o. Equatiun (10), 
which (as we have noted) might overestimate Vmin, gives 

0.174) 149 ft'/fL'hr 

1.i nl ill (R' 0.348) 99 ft3 / ftZhr 

while the corresponding experimental values of v" are 120 and 
75, respectively. 
Thu~ Vsc < Vm in, and beyond E(vse ) the calculated volume flux 

of Hz drops still fa rLher below Von'n. This is additional evidence 
thai , .·table fi lm elect ro ly~i s involves a subst:mt,ial component of 
evaporated water which uoe .. not appea l' in t.he Vsc ca lculation 
ba~ed on Faraday's law. 

Conclusions 
There is an eTlhancement of heat transfer which occun; III 

boiling when nucleation siles influence one another; this does not 
occur in electrolysis. ConseqLlently v ~ E ill the region below 

the firs t transiti.on. 
2 The volume flux rear:bes a local maximum at the "fir~L 

trnmlition" point, or t he t.ruDs ition from isolilted bubbles to slugs 
and columns. 

3 The volume fl ux, 1I ,c, at the first tmns i tion on s mall 
horizon Ga l cylinder~ is given approximately by equation (15). 
However, our ignoraTlce of precise values of {3 and of the precise 
strl1cture of the esmpiu gas jets preeludes accuracy heyond a 
fact,oJ' of two in the use of equation (15). T he predi cted de
pendence of V,c on l / R' a,ppea rs t o be sound. 

4 A form of el cl rolysis th,'ll, show~ many outward appear-
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allce~ of film boiling, induding the Ta,ylor unstable wavelength, 
are established at high voltage. 

;) A clear understanding of transitional and film elect,rolysis 
and a,ll identificat.ion of Vm ;n in elect rolysis mus t awai t experi
mentation in R system with an extremely high voltage capability 
and a substantial cell cooling system. 

6 The existing body of understanding of boiling processes 
provides a very useful point of departure for seeking to extend 
our understanding of gas-forming electrolysis, 
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